The Post War Decade
did not arise, but Washington was perturbed over the increased
Communist influence in Iran,6 and brought pressure on Britain
and Iran to work out a compromise. In 1953 Mossadegh was
overthrown and in 1954, a compromise settlement was arranged
through the good offices of American diplomats. It resulted in
the establishment of an international consortium giving the British
40 per cent, five American oil companies (Gulf, Socony Vacuum,
Standard Oil of California, Standard Oil of New Jersey and
Texaco) 40 per cent, and Dutch Shell and French Petroleum the
remaining 20 per cent of Iranian oil production. Iran was securely
brought within the Western camp and British monopoly over
Iranian oil production was broken. The Russians claimed that
the coup which overthrew Mossadegh was maneuvered by the
Americans. Available evidence seems to indicate that the United
States did provide the Shah of Iran with guns, trucks, armoured
cars and radio communications when he staged the successful
coup to regain power.7
The Soviet Union, however, made no serious attempt to take
advantage of the Anglo-Iranian oil crisis. It remained largely
quiescent except for a few dubious hints to Iran that it could pro-
vide the sew nationalized oil company with both markets and oil
technicians. The explanation lies, perhaps, in Moscow's cm-
willingness to risk a showdown with the Western powers at a time
when its larger world policy was somewhat uncertain. Its eaifier
attempts to intervene directly in Iranian affairs had not been par-
ticularly rewarding. As a matter of fact, following Soviet failures
in Iran, Turkey and Greece just after the Second World War,
Moscow showed only a limited interest in the Middle East tffi
about the mid-fifties. Most of its political moves, in tfae mean-
wHte, came as a response to Western attempts to organize the
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